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$0. INTRODUCTION 
THE FOLLOWING result was proven by Hopf [8] and Freudenthal [6]. Here Z, denotes the 
ring of integers modulo 2. 
THEOREM. If G is a finitely presented group, then the dimension of the Z2 L’ector space 
H’(G,Z, G) is 0, 1, or co. 
Our main result which generalizes this theorem is 
THEOREM 1.5. If G is a finitely presented group which contains at least one element of 
irzfinite order, then any sub-G-module of H’(G,Z, G) has dimension 0, 1 or 00 when considered 
as a Z, vector space. 
The following is a brief outline of this paper’s contents. $1 is devoted to proving 
Theorem 1.5. In 92 and $4, we study the algebraic structure of groups G such that H,(G,Z2 G) 
has Z,-dimension 1 and cc respectively. Unfortunately we obtain only partial results in this 
study. $3 contains an application of a spectral sequence technique, developed in 52, to the 
study of crystallographic groups. 
Professor J-P. Serre asked the following question after reading an earlier version of 
this paper. 
Question. Let G be a finitely presented group, K a field, and n a non-negative integer. 
Do all sub-G-modules of H”(G, KG) have dimension 0, 1, or co when considered as K vector 
spaces ? 
It is known that this question has an affirmative answer when n = 1. In the Appendix 
we show how to generalize the arguments of $1 to give an affirmative answer when n = 2, G 
contains at least one element of co order, and K has non-zero characteristic.? 
This article is the result of our unsuccessful attempt to study the conjecture of Eilenberg 
and Ganea [4] which states that if G has cohomological dimension 2, then its geometric 
dimension is also 2. 
I wish to take this opportunity to thank R. Wells and S. Armentrout for many helpful 
conversations during the preparation of this paper, and also to thank J-P. Serre for his per- 
tinent comments on an earlier version of it which have been very useful in improving our 
exposition and emphasis. 
7 See the author’s forthcoming paper “Poincare’duality and groups of type (FP)” for some additional 
results on rhis question. 
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$1. THE XI,UN RESCLT 
If x is a locally finite simplicial complex, then the cohomology with Zz coefhcients of 
the ends of X, denoted H,*(X,Z,), is defined to be the cohomology of the singular 
Z,-cochains modulo the Z,-cochains with compact support. (See page 5 of [ IS].) An alternate 
description of H,*(X,Z,) is the cohomology of the simplicial Z,-cochains modulo the finite 
simphcai Z,-cochains. 
Notation 1.1. The universal cover of a topological space X is denoted by 2. 
PROPOSITION 1.2. If G is a finitely presented group and X is any connected. finite, 
simphcial complex such that x,X is G, then H’(G,Z, G) and H,‘(x,Z,) are isomorphic 
G-modules. 
Proof. The short exact sequence of G-bimodules 0 -+ Z2 + Z2 G -+ GG 4.0 yields the 
following long exact sequence of G-modules in cohomology: 
. . -+ H’(G,Z, G) + Hi(G,Z2 G) -+ H’(G,bG) --t Hi+ ‘(G.Zz G) 4.. . . 
(See page 319 of [16] for the definitions of Z,G and &G.) Since Hi(G,Z2G) vanishes for 
i > 0, H’(G.Z, G) and H’(G,tPG) are isomorphic G-modules. Let Ci denote the ith simplicial 
chain group of x. Since the complex 
..‘~ci_,Ci_l~...~Co~z~o 
is a free G-chain complex which is exact at C,, C, and ZT we need only change this complex 
in dimensions greater than 2 in order to obtain a free G-resolution of the trivial G-module 
2. Therefore, H’(G,bG) and H’(X;IG) are isomorphic G-modules. 
Notation 1.3. We donote cohomology with local coefficients by H*(;). 
Since Ci is a finitely generated, free G-module, we obtain the following exact sequence 
of G-modules: 
0 -+ Hom,,(C, ,ZzG) -+ Hom,,(C, ,Z2 G) --+ Hom,,(Ci ,EG) -+ 0. 
By [16], Horn&C, ,Z, G) can be identified with the simplicial Z,-cochains on 2, and 
Hom,,(C, ,Z, G) can be identified with the finite simplicial Z,-cochains on 2. Both identi- 
fications are G-module isomorphisms. Hence, H’(X;$G) and H,‘(R,Z,) are isomorphic 
G-modules. 
Notation 1.4. If M is a Z, G module, then the dimension of M refers to its dimension 
as a Z, vector space. 
We now state our main result. 
THEOREM 1.5. If G is a finiteIy presented group which contains at least one element oj 
infinite arder, then any sub-G-module of H’(G,Z, G) has dimension 0, 1, or 00. 
Remark 1.6. If G is a finite group, then Z, G and Z, G are identical; hence Hi(G,Z2G, 
vanishes for all i > 0. In particular, Theorem 1.5 is also true when G is a finite group. 
COROLLARY 1.7. If G is a finitely presented group rvhich contains at least one elemen, 
of infinite order, then the dimension of H2(G,Z, G) is 0, 1, or CO. 
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;Votation 1.8. We denote cohomology with compact supports by H,*( . ). 
We will deduce Theorem I.5 from the following proposition. 
PROPOSITIOS 1.9. If G is a finite/y presented grozzp bvhich contains at least one element 
of infinite order. and M is a closed. connected. smooth manifold of dimension greater than 5 
gtzd bt*hose fzmdamental group is isomorphic to G. then an,v sub-G-module of H,2(k?,Z2) has 
dimension 0, 1, or ;c. 
Proof of Theorem 1.5. It is well known that given any finitely presented group G and 
integer n > 5, there exists a closed, connected, smooth manifold M whose dimension is n, 
and whose fundamental group is G. Choose one such M. Since M is a finite polyhedron, 
we have the following long exact sequence of G-modules: 
. . . + H’(:cf,Z2) --t H,‘(,cf,Z2) + Hcz(&Z2) + . . 
Since H’(icf.Z2) vanishes, we see that H,‘(lcf,Z2) is isomorphic to a sub-G-module of 
H,‘(M,Z,). Hence ,Theorem 1.5 is a consequence of Proposition 1.9 together with Proposi- 
tion 1.2. 
The proof of Proposition 1.9 depends on the following four lemmas. 
Notation 1.10. If g is an element of x1X, then d/g denotes the covering space of X 
corresponding to the subgroup of rr, X generated by g. and p: r? --f r?/g denotes the covering 
projection. 
LEMMA 1.1 1. Let X be a connected, finite, simpiicial complex, g an element of infinite 
order in x,X, L’ an open subset of f/g Mjith i? - U compact, but 0 not compact, and C any 
compact subset of d; then there exists an element h in x1X szzch that hC is a subset of p-l U. 
Proof. The simplicial structure on X induces simplicial structures on 2 and x/g. Since 
Lemma 1.11 is obviously true when U is equal to x/g, we can assume that U is a proper 
subset of z/g. Also, since C is compact, it is contained in a finite subcomplex of x; hence, 
we may assume that C is a finite subcomplex of d. 
For each vertex x of x/g, define d(x) to be the minimum number of I-simplexes in a 
connected simplicial path which starts at x and ends at a vertex of a simplex meeting 8/g - U. 
Since 0 - I/ is compact, while i? is not compact, and x/g is locally finite, we see that there 
exist vertices x in U such that d(x) is arbitrarily large. 
Let d,, respectively dz. be an integer such that any two vertices of C, respectively X, 
can be joined by a connected simplicial path consisting of d,, respectively d2, or fewer 
1-simplexes. Let x be a vertex in U such that d(x) > dz + d, , x* a lifting of x top-‘U, and 
y a vertex in C. Denote the covering projection from 2 to X by r, and let x be a connected 
simplicial path, consisting of d2 or fewer I-simplexes, joining r(x*) to r(y). Then, CL can be 
lifted to a connected simplicial path r* in r?, consistin g of d, or fewer I-simplexes, joining 
x* to some vertex t’ where r(u) is equal to r(y); therefore, hC is a subset of p-z U where h 
is the element in x1X such that lry = v. 
LEMMA 1.12. If K is a connected, locally finite, simplicial complex, and x is an element 
in H,‘(K,Z2) n,hich maps to 0 in H’(K,Z,), then there exists a proper map f: K + R such 
that f *(u) = x, lvhere R denotes the real line, and II generates H,‘(R,Z,). 
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Proof. Represent .Y by a finite. simplicial I-cocycle P. let E be an infinite 0-cochain 
such that dE = P, and note that d(l - E) = P and 1 - E is infinite. (We use here the con- 
ventions about Z2 cochains found in $2 of [16].) 
We will regard R as a simplicial complex whose vertices are the integers in R, and vvhose 
I-simplexes are the closed intervals [n.n + l] where n is an integer. We define a simplicial 
map f: K -+ R as follows: The vertices of P that are in E are sent to 0. and the ones in 
1 - E are sent to 1. If .K is a vertex of E, definef(.r) to equal minus the minimum of the 
number of I-simplexes in a connected simplicial path joining .Y to a vertex of P; and, if I 
is a vertex of 1 - E, definef(x) to equal 1 plus the minimum of the number of I-simplexes 
in a connected simplicial path joining x to a vertex of P. This vertex correspondence clearly 
defines a simplicial map f: K ---t R, the finiteness of P together with the local finiteness of 
K imply that f is proper, and it is easy to verify that f *(u) = X. 
LEMMA 1.13. If M is a connected, smooth, orientable manifold of dimension m greater 
than 5 such that TERM is infinite q9clic, and the map from H,‘(!M,Z,) to H’(itf,Z1) is not manic 
(i.e. M has more than 1 end), then there exists a closed, connected. codimension one szrbmarri- 
fold S of M Irhich divides M into tM?o connected components L:, and I/, . such that neither 
uI or iJ, is compact, and the inclusion map of S into M induces an isomorphism on fkndamerltal 
groups. 
Proof: By Lemma 1. I?. there exists a proper map f: M -+ R such that f *(zL) # 0, where 
u generates H,‘(R,Z,). Let c be a regular value off, and N denote f -l(c), then N is a closed. 
codimension one submanifold of itf with trivial normal bundle. 
Let [N] denote the fundamental class of N, and [N]’ its image in H,,,_l(M,Z2). then 
[N]’ is the Poincare dual off *(Ii). Let IV,, Nz , . , N,, denote the connected components of 
N,and.r,,x?, . . , x, denote the cohomology classes in H,‘(icf,Z,) which are the Poincare 
duals of [Nil’, [NZ]‘, . . . , [iVn]’ respectively, then f*(u) = x1 + x2 + . . + x,. 
We wish to construct a closed. connected, codimension one submanifold T of M with 
trivial normal bundle such that ify denotes the Poincarl dual of ET]‘, then y is non-zero, but 
the image of y in H’(M,Z2) is zero. If we cannot choose one of the Ni to be T, then each 
non-zero xi maps to the unique non-zero element of H’(M,ZJ. As a result, there exists 
i #j such that -xi # xj, but xi - xi maps to zero in H’(M,Z,). Let T be the connected sum 
of N, and Nj, which can be formed inside of hf; then T satisfies the above conditions. and 
hence T divides M into two unbounded components. 
We can modify T by exchanging a finite number of 1 and 2 handles between its sides tc 
obtain a new, codimension one submanifold S which satisfies the conditions of Lemma 1.13. 
(See page 325 of [j] for more details on this exchanging of handles.) 
LEMMA 1.14. If M is a closed, connected, smooth manifold ~r~hosefiuzdamental group C 
contains an element of infinite order, and H,‘(&!!,ZJ contains a sub-G-mod&e A \c,hose dimen- 
sion n is finite but greater than 1, then G contains an element g of infinite order such thai 
A/g is an orientable mumfold bvith more than 1 end. 
Proof. Let h be an element of infinite order in G, then the action of h on A determine: 
an element in the finite group GL,(Z2). Hence, there exists an integer m such that h” acts 
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trivially on A. Let g be h’“, then -q/g is an orientable manifold, and ~~,cf,g is an infinite 
cyclic group. Denote this ,“roup by J. 
Let Y- be the Cartesian product of ,cf and R balanced over J. Explicitly, Yr is the quotient 
of I@ x R via the identifications (g.y,r) = (,y.r - i) where x E ,q, r E R. and i is an integer. 
Then Y fibers over A/g with fiber R. and Y fibers over the circle with fiber .G. 
Since the first fibration is a principal bundle. Y is homeomorphic to -G/g x R. and 
thus H,‘(.o:‘g.Z1) is isomorphic to H,‘( Y,Z?). 
On the other hand. if we apply the Wan g sequence, for cohomology with compact 
supports, to the second fibration, then we obtain the following exact sequence: 
” - H,‘( Y,Z,) - H,‘(&I.Z,) 3 HC’(‘O,ZZ) -+ . ‘. . 
Since A is contained in the kernel of 1 -g *, H,‘( Y.ZJ has dimension bigger than 1. But 
the dimension of H,‘(A?/g,ZJ equals the dimension of H,‘( Y,Z,). while H’(in/g,Zz) had 
dimension 1. This completes our proof. 
Proof‘ of‘ Proposition 1.9. We proceed via proof by contradiction, and assume that 
H,‘(Af.Z?) contains a sub-G-module A whose dimension is finite but greater than 1. Then 
there exists, by Lemma 1.14. an element g in G such that $I/g is an orientable manifold 
with more than I end. Hence there is, by Lemma 1.13. a closed, connected. codimension 
one submanifold S of A/g which divides ‘q/g into two connected, unbounded components 
C., and c’? such that the inclusion map of S into ri;‘/g induces an isomorphism on funda- 
mental groups. 
Let B=p-‘5’. D, =p-‘u2, and D2 =p -ID,, and consider the Mayer-Vietoris se- 
quence for the triad (lg, D,,Dz): 
. ..-H.‘(B,Zz)-,H,‘(~,Z,)~H,‘(D,,Z,)OH,’(D2,ZZ)-’.... 
Since B is the universal covering space of S, and S is a finite polyhedron with n,S infinite 
cyclic, the dimension of H,‘(B, Z,) plus I equals the number of ends of z,S, which is 2, 
and hence H,‘(B, ZJ has dimension 1. Therefore, the above Mayer-Vietoris sequence will 
give our desired contradiction, provided we can show that A is in the kernel of the map from 
H,‘(fl, Zz) to H,‘(D,, ZJ for i = 1 and 2. 
Each finite dimensional subspace of H,‘(fi, Zz) is carried by a compact set. Therefore, 
there exists an open subset V of fi such that This compact, and A pulls back to H,‘(fi, I@ - 
V. Z,). Since G leaves A invariant. A also pulls back to H,‘(I@, &f - h V, Z,) for each element 
11 of G. 
By Lemma 1.11 there exist elements h, and hz in G such that h,V is a subset of p-l Ui 
for i = 1 and 2, and thus A pulls back to H,‘(,a, A? -p-l Ui, Z,). Since A? -p-l Ui is Di 
for i = 1 and 2. we see, by considering the long exact sequence in cohomology for the pair 
(:@, Di). that A maps to zero in Hc2(Di. Z,). 
$2. WHEN THE DIh’IESSION OF H’(G, 21 G) IS 1 
This section is concerned with the algebraic structure of groups G such that H’(G, Zz, G) 
has dimension 1. 
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THEOREM 2.1. If'G is afinitely presented, torsion-free group szxh that H’(G. Z2 G) has 
dimension 1, then H’(G, Z2 G) vanishes for i = 0 and 1. 
Proof: Since G is an infinite group, H”(G, Z2 G) vanishes. Next we assume that 
H’(G, Z2 G) does not vanish. and show that this leads to a contradiction. By the main 
theorem of [16]. either G is the infinite cyclic group J. or G is a non-trivial free product. But 
H’(J, Z2 J) vanishes; hence G must be a free product G,* G2 where both G, and G, are 
infinite groups. 
By a result of Stallings, Lemma 1.3 of [20], any retract of a finitely presented group is 
finitely presented; therefore, the functor M --t H’(G,, M) commutes with direct sums. Since 
Z, G is the direct sum of an infinite number of copies of Z2 G,, H2(Gi. Z2 G) has dimension 
0 or co. But by the .. Mayer-Vietoris” sequence, [lo] or Theorem 2.3 of [18]. H’(G, Z, G) 
is isomorphic to H’(G,, Zz G) 0 H"(G, , Z, G). This contradicts the fact that H’(G. Z, G) 
has dimension 1. 
The next theorem is the main result of this section. 
THEOREM 2.2. If G is a finitely presented, torsion-free group such that H’(G, Z2 G) has 
dimension 1, then any jinitely generated subgroup T u,ith infinite index in G is free. 
In the following corollary, Z has the trivial G-module structure. 
COROLLARY 2.3. If G is a finitely presented, torsion-free group such that H*(G, Z, G) 
has dimension 1 and H’(G, Z) does not canish, then the cohomological dimension of G is 
either 2 or 3. 
Proof. The cohomological dimension of G is clearly at least 2. Since H’(G, Z) does 
not vanish, G has a normal subgroup H such that G/H is infinite cyclic. Theorem 2.2 yields 
that His locally free; hence, by Corollary 2 on page 135 of [7], the cohomological dimension 
of H is 12. Therefore, G is an extension of a group of cohomological dimension 12 by 
one of cohomological dimension < 1. Thus, by Proposition 9 on page I45 of [7], the coho- 
mological dimension of G is 13. 
Theorem 2.2 is a consequence of the next proposition. 
PROPOSITION 2.4. If G is a finitely presented group such that H’(G, Z2 G) vanishes, and 
H’(G, Z2 G) has dimension 1, then the collection offinitely generated subgroups S of G such 
that H’(S, Z2 S) canishes for i = 0 and I is identical \t,ith the collection of subgroups rchich 
have finite index in G. 
Proof of Theorem 2.2. By [16] and [I] either T is free, or T = F*G,*. . . .*G, where F 
is free, and each Gj is a finitely generated group such that H’(G,, Z,G,) vanishes for i = 0 
and 1. Theorem 2.1 yields that H’(G, Z, G) vanishes; hence, if T is not free, Proposition 2.4 
says that each Gi has finite index in G. Since this is impossible, T must be free. 
We now state a second consequence of Proposition 2.4. 
THEOREM 2.5. If‘ G is a finitely presented group such that H’(G. Zz G) ranishes \l,hi/e 
H’(G, Z2 G) has dimension 1, and S is a finitely generated subgroup of G such that S has 
cohomological dimerrsion 2. then S has finite index in G. 
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Proof. By [ 161 and Jl] either S is a free group. or S = F*G,* . *G, where F is free. 
and each Gj is a finitely generated group such that H’(Gj, Z2 Gj) vanishes for i = 0 and 1. 
But, S cannot be free because free groups have cohomological dimension 1. Therefore, 
Proposition 2.4 yields that G, has finite index in G. Thus S has finite index in G. 
COROLLARY 2.6. If G is a finitely presented, torsion-free group such that the dimension 
of H’(G. Z, G) is 1, and G contains a finitely generated subgroup of cohomological dimension 
2, then G has cohomological dimension 2. 
Proof. Theorem 2.1 says that H’(G, Zz G) vanishes; hence, Theorem 2.5 yields that G 
has a subgroup S of finite index such that the cohomological dimension of S is 2. Theorem 
1 of [Ia] states that the cohomological dimension of a torsion free group equals the coho- 
mological dimension of any subgroup of finite index; therefore G has cohomological 
dimension 2. 
Examples 2.7. The only examples known to the author of finitely presented, torsion-free 
groups G such that H’(G, Z, G) has dimension I are the fundamental groups of closed, two 
dimensional manifolds with Euler characteristic less than 1. 
In order to prove Proposition 2.4, we must first develop some material about the coho- 
mology of a space relative to a family of supports. 
DeJnition 2.5. Ifp : E -+ B is a fiber bundle with fiber F where F, E, and B are countable, 
locally finite, simplicial complexes, and B is connected, then we define a particular para- 
compact family of supports 0 on E as follows: a set S is an element of 0 if and only if p/S 
is a proper map. We call 0 the family of supports determined byp. More generally, if z is 
a given family of supports on B, then we define the family of supports determined by p and 
Y to be the collection of all elements S in 6 such that p(S) is an element of r. 
With respect to this definition, we have the following lemma. 
LEXISIA 2.9. If r is a paracompact family of supports on B, and Q denotes the family of 
supports determined by p and r, then there exists a spectral sequence converging to H,*(E, Z,) 
mcll that EzrS is H,‘(B; H,‘(F, Z,)). 
Remark 2.10. If y are supports on X, then H,*(X, ) denotes cohomology with supports 
;’ and constant coeficients, while H,*(X; ) denotes cohomology with supports in 7 and 
local coefficients. 
Proof of Lemma 2.9. This lemma is a special case of the Leray spectral sequence. See 
pages 1% and 129 of [ 191 for more details. 
COROLLARY 2.1 I. Let X be a connected, countable, locally finite simplicial complex \tYth 
f~rr~damental group G, and let f3 denote the family of supports determined by the cozering 
projection p:x - X. If H’(x, Z) vanishes for 0 < i 5 n, then Hei(x, Z,) is isomorphic to 
H’(G, Z1 G) for all i I n. 
Proof. Since the fiber F of p:z + A’ is the discrete topological space G, HC4(F, Zl) 
vanishes for q > 0, and H,“(F, Zz) in G-isomorphic to Zz G. Therefore the spectral sequence 
of Lemma 2.9 collapses; thus HBi(J?, Zz) is isomorphic to H’(X; Zz G). But. by Application 
1 on page 356 of [2], H’(X; Zz G) is isomorphic to H’(G, Z, G) for all i 5 n. 
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Definition 2.12. Let p: E -+ B be a fiber bundle with fiber F and discrete structure group 
G, such that F, E. and B are countable, locally finite, simplicial complexes with B connected; 
let r be a family of supports on F which are invariant under the action of G, i.e. if g E G 
and S E r then gS E r. Then, we define supports R on E as follows: a set S is an element of 
R if and only if S is a closed subset of a finite union of sets having the formf(r x G) where 
T is an element of z, g is a closed simplex in B, andfis a trivilization of the bundle restricted 
to cr. We call R the family of supports generated by Q and p. Note that R is a paracompact 
family whenever 1 is a paracompact family. 
With respect to this definition, we have the next lemma 
LEMMA 2.13. Let z be a paracompact famiry of sUppOt on F, and let C2 denote the family 
of supports generated by r andp, then there exists a spectral sequence converging to Hn*(E, Z,) 
such that EzrS is H,‘(B; H,“(F, Z,)). _ 
Proof. Same as the proof of Lemma 2.9. 
Hypothesis 2.14. Let X be a closed, connected, smooth manifold with fundamental 
group G such that H’(G, Z, G) vanishes and H’(G, Z, G) has dimension 1. Also let S be a 
finitely generated subgroup of G, d/S denote the covering space of X corresponding to S, 
and p: _? -+ x/S denote the covering projection. 
With respect to this hypothesis, we have the following technical lemma. 
LEMMA 2.15. There esists an open subset U of 2’j.Y and dn element x in H,‘(p-‘U, Z,) 
such that i? is compact, HCi(p-LU, ZJ vanishes for i = 0 and 1, xs = x for each element s 
of S, and x maps to a non-zero element in H,‘(x, Z,) under the map determined by the fact 
that p-l lJ is an open subset of x. 
Proof: By Proposition 1.2 there exists a non-zero element y in HC2(z, Z,) such that 
ys = y for each elements in S. Since y is supported by a compact set, there is an open subset 
V of s/S, and an element v in H,‘(p-’ V, Z,) such that V is compact and v maps to y. 
Let M denote the sub-S-module of HC2(p-’ V, Z,) generated by v, and K equal the 
intersection of M with the kernel of the map from H,‘(p-‘V, Z,) to Hr2(x, Zz). Then we 
have the following commutative diagram of S-modules : 
K-M 2 z, 
(2.16) 
In this diagram 5 is the restriction to M of the map from H,‘(p-’ V, Z,) to H,‘(x, Zz), 
c( is the augmentation map whose kernel is denoted by X, and 7 is the epimorphism defined 
by the equation y(r) = cr for all r E Z, S. 
Since S is finitely generated, Y is a finitely generated S-module; consequently K is 
also a finitely generated S-module. Hence there exists an open set W, containing V, such 
that w is compact and K maps to zero under the map from HC2(p-’ V, Z,) to H,‘(p-’ W, Z,). 
Denote the image of v in H,‘@-’ W, Z,) by w, then u’s = H’ for all s E S, and 1~ maps to y. 
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Let A be the subcomplex of ,?/S. under some triangulation of z,‘S, which consists of 
all closed simplexes that meet v;; and let B be the subcomplex consisting of all closed sim- 
plexes that are disjoint from i?. Then A is a finite complex. ,?,‘S is the union of ‘-1 and B, 
and viis disjoint from B. 
By the Mayer-Vietoris sequence, we see that B has only a finite number of connected 
components. Let D be the union of the unbounded components of B. and let U be the 
complement of D. Then c is compact and Ik’is a subset of C:. Denote the image of 11’ in 
H,‘(p-‘Cr. Z,) by X. then x maps to J’. and xs = x for each element s in S. Also. the coho- 
mology exact sequence for the pair (‘?, p- L D) yields that H,‘(p-’ C’. Z,) vanishes for i = 0 
and 1. 
Still assuming Hypothesis 2.14, we let Y be the Cartesian product of dF with itself 
balanced over S; explicitly Y is the quotient of ,y x ,y kia the identifications (sx, y) = 
(s. 5-l~) where X. J E X and s E S. Then Y is the total space of two fiber bundles each of 
which has fiber d and base space ‘T/S. The first fiber bundle is determined by the projection 
of ,? x x onto its first factor. and the second by the projection of 2 x J? onto its second 
factor. We denote the projection map of the first fiber bundle by p,, and that of the second 
by pz . 
Let Q be the paracompact family of supports on ,? determined by the covering projec- 
tionp: x -+ z/S. Since 0 is invariant under the action of S. we can put on Y the paracompact 
family of supports R generated by 0 and p,. 
The proof of Proposition 2.4 is based on the next lemma. 
LEMMA 2.17. The Gector space Hn2( Y. Zz) contains CI non-zero element. 
Proof of Proposirion 2.1. We start by assuming that S is a finitely generated subgroup 
of G such that H’(S, Z?.S) vanishes for i = 0 and 1. Since G is finitely presented, there exists 
a manifold X satisfying Hypothesis 2.14 relative to the given pair of groups S and G. Then 
Corollary 2.11, in which X is replaced by f/S and G by S. yields that HBi(‘v, Z,) vanishes 
fori=Oand 1. 
By Lemma 2. I3 there exists a spectral sequence converging to H,*( Y, Z,) such that 
Ezr5 is H,‘(f/S; HBS(x, Z?)); hence H,‘(Y, Z,) is isomorphic to H,‘(,L’/S; Ho2(_.., Z,)). 
Therefore. by Lemma 2.17, H,‘(x/S; He2(x, Z,)) contains a non-zero element, but this is 
impossible unless x/S is compact. Thus S has finite index in G. 
On the other hand if we assume that S has finite index in G, then it is easy to show that 
S is finitely presented and that H’(S. Z2 S) vanishes for i = 0 and I. 
Proof of Lemma 2.17. Let U be the open subset of -f/S constructed by Lemma 2.15, 
and let CY be the Cartesian product of p-l I/ and ,q balanced over S. Explicitly. W is the 
quotient of p-l C; x 2 via the identifications (SU. ~1) = (u. s-‘g) where u ~p_lU, y E r? and 
s E S. Then W is an open subset of Y, pr : W --t x/S is a fiber bundle with fiber p-l U, and 
this bundle is a sub-bundle of Pr : Y ---) ‘y/S. 
If r is a family of supports on a topological space K and A is a subspace of K, then we 
recall that z/A is the family of supports on A which consists of all elements of J that are 
subsets of A. 
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Let Q, be the family of supports on Y determined by pz : Y + _f S. then R is a subset 
of @,. NSO using the fact that u is compact. it can be shown that 0’15’ is equal to 0jFV. 
In fact Qi 8’ and @,‘I+’ are both indentical with the family of supports on CY determined by 
the bundle projection p2 : Ii/ - Xi S. -/ 
Let g : H&,( It’, Z,) ---t H *‘(I’. Z,) be the homomorphism lvhich appears in the coho- 
mology exact sequence for the pair of topological spaces (Y. Y - 11.) relative to the family 
of supports R, and let h: H,‘( Y. ZJ + H,*( Y. Z,) be the homomorphism determined by 
the fact that R c @. If we can show that the composite of g and h is non-zero, then there 
must be a non-zero element in Hn’(Y. Zz). 
Let fn denote the homomorphism from H&,,(CC’. Z2) to H,“( Y. Z2) which appears in 
the cohomology exact sequence for the pair of topological spaces ( Y. Y- W) relative to the 
family of support 0. Since a/l4 equals 4i W. fi is the composite of g and II. 
We now give an argument to show that fi is non-zero; thus proving Lemma 2.17. We 
start by applying Lemma 2.9 first to the fiber bundle p1 : Lt’+zf_!S. and secondly to the 
bundle p2 : Y -+ 2,‘s. In each case we let 2 be the family of all closed subsets of ,v/S. Thus 
we obtain two spectral sequences. The first spectral sequence converges to H,&,(W, Zz), 
its terms are denoted by Enrs, and El” IS H’(.f/S: H,‘(p-‘L-. Z,)). The second spectral 
sequence converges to H,*( Y, Z,), its terms are denoted by G,“, and GZr5 is H’(x/S; H,” 
(.f? Zz)). 
Since pz : W -+ ,y/.S is an open sub-bundle of pz : Y -+ J?,‘S, there is a homomorphism 
of the first spectral sequence to the second which converges to the homomorphism f* : 
H,&,( W. Z,) -+ H,*( Y, Zz). 
But Lemma 2.15 together with the first spectral sequence yield that H$,( W, Z,) can 
be identified with the subspace A of HC2(p-’ 0’. Z2) consisting of all elements which are 
left fixed under the action of S. Likewise, Hypothesis 2.11 together \vith Corollary 2.11 and 
the second spectral sequence yield that H,‘( Y. Zz) can be identified with the subspace of 
H,*(r?, Zz) consisting of all elements left fixed by S. 
Let I: H,‘(p-‘Li. Z,) + HC2(8, Z2) be the homomorphism which appears in the coho- 
mology exact sequence for the pair of topological spaces (_?. ‘? - ~~‘6). Then, under 
the above identifications, fi becomes the restriction of 1 to A. Let s be the element of 
HC2(p-‘C’. Z,) constructed in Lemma 2.15, then x E A and I(x) # 0. Thus fi is a non-zero 
homomorphism. 
$3. A RESULT ABOUT CRYSTALLOGRAPHIC GROUPS 
We now apply the techniques developed in S2 to obtain a result about crystallographic 
groups. The reader is referred to [22] for the basic facts about these groups. 
THEOREM 3. I. If G is a countable torsion-free group \t,hich contains an abelian subgroup 
S of rank n, and H’(G. Z, G) canishes for i < n lc.hile H”(C. Zz G) has dimension 1, then G 
is a crystallographic group of rank n. 
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The following corollary is a consequence of Theorems 2.1 and 3.1 together with the 
classification of crystallographic groups of rank 2. 
COROLLARY 3.2. If G is a finitely presented torsion-free group rr,hich contains an abelian 
subgroup of rank 2, and H’(G, Z2 G) has dimension 1 : then either G is free abelian of rank 
2, or G is isomorphic to the non-tricial semi-direct product of the infinite cyclic group with 
itself: 
Proof of Theorem 3. I. By known results about crystallographic groups, it suffices to 
show that S has finite index in G. 
Since G is a countable group, one can construct a K(G, 1) which is a countable CW- 
complex. But by Theorem 1 of [13] any countable CW-complex has the homotopy type of 
a countable, locally finite, simplical complex; hence we can find a countable, locally finite, 
simplical complex X which is a K(G, 1). 
Let T” denote the Cartesian product of n copies of the circle, then S can be identified 
with the fundamental group of 7”. Since R” is the universal cover of T”, we can form the 
Cartesian product of R” with x balanced over S. Denote this space by Y. 
Let p denote the covering projection of x onto X, (I the projection of 2 onto z/S, and 
r the projection of d/S onto X. Then use z to denote the paracompact family of supports 
on _? determined by p, while 7 denotes the paracompact family of supports on x/S deter- 
mined by r. Notice that r is the same as the family of supports determined by q and 7. 
Now Y fibers over r” with fiber r?. Let p, denote the projection map in this fibration, 
and R the paracompact family of supports on Y generated by r and pI. Also Y fibers over 
d/S with fiber R”. Let pz denote the projection map in this second fibration, and Q, the 
family of supports on Y determined by pr and 7. Then using the fact that T” is compact, it 
can be shown that R and 0 are the same family of supports. 
By Corollary 2.11 H2i(iT, Z,) vanishes for i < n and H,“(,?, Zz) is Z, ; hence by applying 
Lemma 2. I3 to the fiber bundle pl : Y + T”, we obtain that H,“( Y, Z2) is Z, . 
On the other hand, by applying Lemma 2.9 to the fiber bundle pz : Y + r?/S which has 
supports y on d/S and @ on Y, we obtain that H,‘(z/S; Z2) is isomorphic to H,“( Y, Z,) 
which equals H,“( Y, Z,). Thus there exists a non-zero element in H,‘(r?/S, Z,). 
But this is impossible unless x/S is a member of 7, in which case r: x/S + X is a proper 
map. In particular, the fiber of r must be compact; hence x/S is a finite sheeted covering 
space of X. Therefore S has finite index in G. 
$4. W’HEN THE DIMENSION OF fP(G. Z,G) IS m 
In the terminology of [ 171, A*cB denotes the free product of A and B with amalgamated 
subgroup C. Define [A ; B, f J, when B is a subgroup of A and f an embedding B ---) A, to 
be the group obtained from A by adjoinin g a new generator x and relationsf(b) = x6x-l 
for all b in B. We call A*,B a non-trivial decomposition if C is a proper subgroup of both 
.4 and B. On the other hand, all [A; B,f] are called non-trivial. 
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Then Stall&s proved that any finitely generated group G such that the dimension of 
H’(G. Z2 G) is c% can be non-trivially written as either A*F B or [A: F. f] where F is a 
finite group. 
This led us to ask the following question. Does every group G such that the dimension 
of Zf’(G. Z, G) is ix have a non-trivial decomposition as either A*s B or [A; S. f] where 
S comes from some ClaSS of infinite groups? 
The next theorem gives positive. albeit weak, evidence that the answer to this question 
is affirmative. 
THEOREM 4.1. If G is a finitely presented. torsion-free group \c,hich contains an infinite 
cyclic, normal subgroup S. and the dimension of H’(G. Zz G) is x ; then G can be non-tririaliy 
lvritten as either A*J B or [A: J. 41 lc,here J denotes an infinite cyclic group containing S. 
Proof The Lyndon-Hochschild-Serre spectral sequence for the group extension 
1 - S + G -+ G/S+ 1 converges to H*(G, Z, G) with E;q equal to HP(G/S, Hq(S. Zz G)). 
Since Hq(S, Zz G) vanishes for q # 1, this spectral sequence collapses; hence H”(G, Z, G) 
is isomorphic to H”-‘(G/S. H’(S, Z, G)). But H’(S, Zz S) is Z2 ; therefore H’(S. Z, G) is 
isomorphic to Z2 G/S as G/S-modules. (To see this. use the formula given in exercise 5 on 
page 351 of [l I]. Also compare the proof of Theorem 3 of [9].) Thus H”(G. Z, G) is isomor- 
phic to H”-‘(G/S, Z2 G/S). 
In particular H2(G, Z2 G) is isomorphic to H’(G/S, Zz G/S); hence the dimension of 
H’(G/S, Z, G/S) is cc. Thus Stallings’ result allows us to write G/S non-trivially as either 
X*F Y or [X; F, f ] where F is a finite group. 
Let p denote the quotient map from G onto G/S and let J denote p_lF. Then J is 
infinite cyclic by 5.2 of [16]. 
When G/S is written as X*FY, let A be p-lx and B be p-l Y, then B can be written 
non-trivially as A*JB. (To see this, use Corollary 4.4.1 of [12].) 
On the other hand when G/S is written as [X; F, f], let A be p-l X and let x be an 
element in G such that p(x) is the generator adjoined to X to form [X; F, f]. Define 4(n) 
to equal xnx-’ for all n E J. Then G can be written as [A; J, q5]. (To see this, use the results 
on pp. 41 and 42 of [3].) 
$5. APPENDIX 
In this section we sketch proofs of the following extensions of Theorem 1.5. 
THEOREM 5.1. If G is a jinitely presented group ii.hich contains at least one element of in- 
finite order, and K is afield lt,ith non-zero characteristic, then any sub-G-module ofH’(G, KG) 
has K-dimension 0, 1, or co. 
COROLLARY 5.2. If G is a finitely presented group which contains at least one element 
of infinite order, then the abelian group H2(G, ZG) either canishes, is infinite cyclic, or is not 
finitely generated. 
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In the next theorem Q denotes the field of rational numbers. 
THEOREM 5.3. If G is a finitely presented. torsion-free group whose cohomological 
dimension is -x, then any sub-G-module of H’(G. QG) has Q-dimension 0, 1, or a. 
Let K be a field of non-zero characteristic p. then the proof of Theorem 5.1 is based on 
the follo\ving elementary lemma. (All tensor products used in this lemma are over the 
prime field Z, .) 
L~snrx 5.4. If V is a Z,[x, .C1] module such that V@ K contains a sub-K[.y, x-‘I- 
nrodde A n,hose K-dimension is finite. then there exists a positice integer m such that .Y’ 
acts trivially on A. 
Proof. Clearly V contains a finitely generated sub-Z,[x]-module W such that A E WO K. 
Since Z,[s] is a principal ideal domain, Ct’ is a direct sum of cyclic submodules. If C is a 
free summand of CV, then A must project into the zero submodule of C @ K; hence we may 
assume that W’ has finite Z,-dimension s. Therefore the action of x on W determines an 
element of the finite group GL,(Z,); thus there exists a positive integer m such that xm acts 
trivially on A. 
Proof of Theorems 5.1 and 5.3. We argue, in both cases, as we did in the proof of 
Theorem I.5 pointing out where modifications are necessary. 
Let ~44 be a closed, connected, smooth manifold whose dimension is bigger than 5 
and whose fundamental group is G. Since Proposition I.2 remains valid when Z2 is replaced 
by any field F. H’(G, FG) is isomorphic to a sub-G-module of H,“(R, F). 
Therefore we need only prove Proposition I.9 with Z2 replaced by F. Here everything 
goes through as before except for the proof of Lemma I. I4 where there are t\vo difficulties. 
One difficulty is to conclude that &i/g has more than 1 end from the fact that the F- 
dimension of H,‘(fif/g, F) is greater than I. But this difficulty can be resolved for any field 
F by using Theorem 1.9 of [lj]. 
The other. apparently, serious difficulty is to find a positive integer m such that h” 
acts trivially on A. 
To prove Theorem 5.1, we resolve this difficulty by using Lemma 5.4 with V equal to 
Hc2(6!, ZP) and the action of x identified with that of h. 
On the other hand to prove Theorem 5.3, we modify the first 2 sentences in the proof 
of Lemma 1.14 by picking /I to be any element different from the identity in the kernel of 
the action of G on A. Such an element exists by Theorem 5 of [14]. 
Proof of Corollary 5.2. Assume that H’(G, ZG) is a finitely generated, abelian group. 
(In what follows, @ and Tor are over the ring Z.) Then for each prime p, H’(G, ZG) @ Z, 
is a finite dimensional Z, vector space and a sub-G-module of H’(G, Z,G). Hence by 
Theorem 5.1 the Z,-dimension of H’(G, ZG) @ Z, is 0 or 1. From this we easily conclude 
that H’(G, ZG) is cyclic. If H’(G, ZG) is neither 0 nor infinite cyclic, then there is a prime 
p such that Tor (H’(G. ZG), Z,) does not vanish, which would contradict Corollary 3.7 
of [IS]. 
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